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e are excited to announce our 2018 “OTT Accolades” (OTTA)
winners. Each year, we honor those people, companies, products,
or services that stand above the crowd representing the best of the
OTT industry.
2018 OTTA Service of the Year:
Demand Africa
Demand Africa (https://www.
demandafrica.com/) is the
new VOD service from The
Africa Channel and is honored
as 2018 OTTA “Service of the
Year”. It is a great example
of a niche content service
leveraging OTT to target
a global audience. Much
like predecessors Acorn TV
(British content) and FuboTV
(soccer-loving
Spanishspeaking
millennials),
Demand Africa marches down a wellestablished path by taking advantage of OTT
qualities viewers love and service providers
profit from. In this age of skinny bundles
and the rapid democratization of content in
the entertainment industry, Demand Africa
is connecting its valuable content library of
African culture to viewers around the world.
At the same time, Demand Africa is hoping
to demystify modern Africa by sharing the
best of African lifestyle, travel, food and
entertainment content.
The service launched on October 1 2017, with over 300 hours of
original and acquired lifestyle content, with the mission to become
“The Global Destination for All Things Africa”. It is available on the
web, iOS, Android, Roku, Apple TV and FireTV for $6.99 per month
2018 OTTA Product of the Year:
NeuLion Digital Platform
The NeuLion Digital Platform
was selected as OTTA “Product
of the Year” largely based on
the strength and maturity of
its deployments with leading
sports franchises such as the
NBA, NFL, NBA, UFC, and
the Big Ten Network, but it
also the engine behind major
OTT services from National
Geographic, Univision, and
other leading entertainment
brands. NeuLion’s recent $250
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with a discounted rate of $69.99 per year.
Demand Africa’s content includes both short and long form and
spans a wide range of genres and audiences. Programs include “30
Minute Tour”, which gives viewers a quick inside look at a specific
country, city, or theme; “Africa On A Plate” which incorporates
cooking with travel and culture and is hosted by up and coming young
chef, Lentswe Bhengu; and “Before 30”, a scripted drama about four
twenty-something Nigerian girlfriends as they struggle to balance
their dreams and ambitions with traditional and societal pressures.
Kudos also go out to the turnkey “OTT Flow” platform upon which
Demand Africa was launched. The partners behind OTT Flow include
Brightcove (streaming), Accedo (apps) and Cleeng (subscription
management).
Unlike its parent The Africa Channel— which is watched in
approximately 7 million homes in North America and the Caribbean
through cable operators including Comcast, Charter Communications,
and Cox Communications— Demand Africa is targeting a worldwide
audience. Due to rights restrictions however, a common challenge for
OTT services, not all content is available in every region. �

million acquisition by Endeavor, a sports and media giant and the
parent of UFC, does nothing to detract from that.
NeuLion stands out as an OTT platform that has met the most
exacting standards for quality, interactivity, and fan engagement. It
is the de facto leader in streaming, delivering over 63,000 live events
worldwide in 2017 across all major devices and over 30 different sports
types including football, basketball, baseball, soccer, mixed martial
arts, hockey, tennis, lacrosse, rugby, poker, surfing, skateboarding,
bowling and eSports. NeuLion has earned a strong reputation for
its reliable high-quality video delivery, in up to 4K/HDR, and its
innovative features that enhance the overall fan experience.  
We
also
selected
NeuLion
because of the ways
it has moved the OTT
industry forward. First

is the role NeuLion has played in increasing the amount and variety of
sports and entertainment content available to viewers worldwide. One
can’t forget that live sports is the most daunting and unforgiving of
OTT challenges and often cited as the “killer app” for the mainstream
adoption of OTT as an alternative to Pay TV. One only has to look at
the scale of English Football League (EFL) and its 1500+ games per
2018 OTTA Person of the Year:
Roku CEO Anthony Wood
Roku CEO Anthony Wood is
honored as the 2018 winner
of the OTTA “Person of the
Year”. In addition to our
trophy, Wood now has a
billion reasons to be happy
after guiding the company
through a successful IPO late
last year. It is a testament to
Wood’s leadership that my
original HD version Roku
box is still going strong after
almost 8 years—a lifetime in
the OTT industry.
Most people by now
know that Roku got its name,
the Japanese word “six”,
because it was the sixth
company started by Woods.
Roku’s launch paralleled my
own founding of Trender
Research Inc. around the
same time and, although my
service-based business has not made me a billionaire, I’ve followed
the company’s success throughout its lifecycle. What’s remarkable is
that Wood still remains at the helm in an industry littered with cast-off
founder CEOs. And if you look at the major strategic decisions Roku
has navigated over the years, one is not surprised.
For one, look at the company’s recent focus on transforming itself
into a full-fledge streaming service. Yes, it has the most ubiquitous
media player on the market. Yes, it is always listed as the desired
initial distribution channel by my OTT service provider clients.
And yes, it has made the process of launching and maintaining OTT
apps relatively painless (compared to iOS for example). But Wood

season to understand the challenge NeuLion has to tackle.
Second, is the way that the NeuLion Digital Platform has enabled
content owners to deliver fun, interactive video experiences to viewers.
Recent new features include “virtual announcer broadcasting”, which
allows anybody with an internet connection to comment on live
events in real-time, or the new UFC custom playlists based on fight
types or outcomes.
Third, the NeuLion Digital Platform has pioneered new ways for
content owners to make money and increase return on their digital
investments. It supports any combination of OTT business models,
includes flexible content packaging and promotion options, supports
local language customizations, and can accept payments from every
billing method and currency. It also comes with advanced data
analytics and monitoring capabilities to help content owners attract
and retain viewers while ensuring quality of service. Content owners
can utilize real time consumer behavioral data to increase conversion
rates, customer retention, and customer life time value, and at the
same time reduce churn through targeted marketing campaigns. At
the same time, real-time video monitoring facilitates high-quality
video delivery and fast error detection and resolution. Finally,
NeuLion is lauded for integrating new content protection capabilities.
For example, NeuLion was the first OTT technology company to
implement a multi-DRM strategy for live streamed sporting events
with partners such as Rogers Communications and Sky Sports. �

recognizes that being just a hardware company limits the company’s
growth and is fraught with logistical challenges (e.g. the recent NAND
chip memory shortage). That’s why the not-so-subtle message behind
the Roku Channel being added to Samsung smart TVs is all about
leveraging its strength as a content aggregator and discovery portal.
In short, Roku’s 20 million and growing accounts are a solid base
for content distribution deals and advertising. Anything that grows
that account base helps the company grow more profitably beyond its
current 10% hardware margins.
Second, delaying the
company’s IPO until
years later was a good
decision.
So
many
startups rush to the
public investor market,
only to struggle with the overhead costs, transparency requirements,
and regulations that can keep them from being strategically flexible
or operationally nimble. Roku now has the opportunity to transform
itself from a position of strength as a public company with Wood,
who still owns about a quarter of the company, firmly in control.
Lastly, one can point to Roku’s product line as an example of the
strategic flexibility built into the company’s roadmap. As each new
media player trend emerged, Roku followed suit with a solution that
met customer needs. Initially in SD, Roku quickly launched an HD
version of its box (one I still have). Now you can find a wide variety
of form factors available, from set-top boxes to dongles, as well as
price points over $100 and even a “Roku Express” version for $30.
Lesser CEOs might have gotten stuck in arguments about which
segment of the market the company should target based on financial
objectives such as revenue growth or profit margins— Wood’s focus
has always been on giving customers a variety of options to meet the
needs of every market segment.
For all of these reasons, we could think of no other executive
who best embodies the promise, and tangible success, that the OTT
industry has to offer than Roku CEO Anthony Wood. �
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